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As we approach 2016, now is the right moment to reflect on 2015 and 
make some resolutions for the year ahead. Perhaps the most popular New 
Year’s Resolution is the decision to get fit and shed a few pounds. If you’re 
at all like me, the best way to achieve a goal like this can be to break the 
hard work down into a series of specific, measurable milestones – that 
way you can think and feel confident about making steady progress. 

Executive Summary:  
The long and winding road

The same principles apply to a defined benefit pension scheme’s de-risking journey. But are 
trustees setting themselves truly measurable milestones to hit along the road towards their 
long-term goal? 

Hymans Robertson’s 2015 Trustee Barometer, an in-depth survey of 100 pension fund 
trustees, reveals that the vast majority of trustees (88%) have a strategy to help them 
achieve their end goal, whether that is self-sufficiency or a buy-out. However, almost half 
(40%) have not defined a timeframe in which they hope to achieve their goals.

This mismatch could end up causing trustees to unconsciously drift off-road. Looking back, 
it is possible that some trustee boards might have reached their destination sooner had they 
defined a clearer risk route at the outset. 

The last 15 years have posed significant challenges for trustees. These challenges are 
starkly reflected in funding levels: the UK defined benefit funding deficit stands at £900bn 
despite sponsors pouring £500bn into pension schemes since 20001. Low interest rates, 
disappointing equity returns and rises in life expectancy have posed three significant 
roadblocks for trustees. With hindsight, were schemes focused on mitigating headline risks 
with a clear long-term destination in sight? 

Of course hindsight is a wonderful thing. But then the road ahead looks no less long and 
winding. In a period of gradual economic recovery, and with a heightened regulatory focus 
on meaningfully integrated risk management, employer covenant is still front of mind for 
many trustees. The search for yield in a low interest rate environment remains a challenge. 
Longevity continues to increase. Political and regulatory shifts, such as, we have seen this 
year with Freedom and Choice taking effect, may result in unexpected bends in the road.

Trustees undoubtedly recognise the importance of strategically prioritising and managing 
these risks and many others. However, they may still need some help to evaluate how far 
they are along their journey, what milestones they need to hit, and what eventualities could 
catch them off-guard. That’s why we’ve developed the Road to Resilience as a way of helping 
schemes to break down the journey in to manageable milestones. This should help Trustees 
to focus strategically on their biggest risks, and to manage their journey, from wherever they 
are today to their end destination.

1 Hymans Robertson market analysis
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Methodology
Hymans Robertson commissioned Opinium Research LLP to conduct this year’s Trustee 
Barometer. We surveyed 100 pension fund trustees currently serving corporate defined 
benefit pension schemes with £50m+ of assets under management.

2Hymans Robertson FSE350 analysis 
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Following our research, there is one key risk that remains unmeasured and therefore 
unmanaged. And yet it’s a risk that will only become more significant. It’s cashflow hunger and 
having to sell assets at depressed prices to pay benefits. Our analysis shows that 50% of the 
FSE350 are cashflow negative2, i.e. money going out on benefits exceeds money coming in 
from contributions.  In fact, UK DB schemes pay out £20bn more in cash than they receive in 
contributions and this will rise to over £100bn over the next decade as schemes mature1. So, 
the risk of capital losses from having to sell growth assets is significant.  An investment strategy 
that focuses on income requirements alongside more traditional growth and protection 
characteristics will mitigate this risk. We show how this increases the security of members’ 
benefits by £150bn3 on page 12.

Our modelling demonstrates that selling equities during a market downturn can have a 
serious impact on scheme funding levels. We looked at a typical scheme, invested 50% in 
growth assets and 50% in protection assets. If markets were to be hit by a 33% fall in growth 
assets over a four year period, followed by recovery over the next four years and an identical 
long-term return, there would be a deficit of c£50m at the end of the period. Scaling this up 
for UK DB schemes, that £50m becomes £250bn. Clearly schemes cannot afford to become 
forced sellers of depressed growth assets.

That’s why clear and measurable long-term objectives and milestones are crucial to identify 
and prioritise the risks to achieving these. This should rightly involve peering over the horizon 
and worrying about what lies on the road ahead, like cashflow hunger. After all, the risks that 
get measured, get managed. This is the key to risk resilience.

Calum Cooper  
Partner and Head of Trustee Consulting, Hymans Robertson

One key risk remains unmeasured and therefore unmanaged; 
cashflow hunger and having to sell assets at depressed prices 
to pay benefits.
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Today’s trustee has more to consider than ever before. 
Political, regulatory and economic risks have conspired 
to complicate the picture. No wonder trustees are 
turning to professionals, whether they elect to appoint an 
independent trustee (see our recent Independent Trustee 
Survey Report) or looking for more directive advice.

In recent months, doubts about China’s growth prospects triggered a sharp global downturn 
in equity markets, leaving many trustee boards struggling to achieve the returns they 
ultimately need to fund members’ benefits. With interest rates still low, bond yields are also 
disappointing across most developed markets, leaving trustees in an ever more urgent search 
for yield. It’s clear that trustees need to get creative to achieve solid returns, but they don’t 
always have the investment know-how to do so with confidence and success.

Beyond the financial world, the pace of political change over the last twelve months has to be 
seen to be believed. Chancellor George Osborne’s pension freedoms became a reality in  
April 2015. Public awareness of pensions has already increased and is expected to continue to 
grow as savers become more aware of their new choices. Then of course, we await the outcome 
of the consultation on pensions tax relief which could, in principle, be a game changer.

The changes pose challenges not just for defined contribution trustees, but also trustees 
of defined benefit pension schemes. Why? Savers can transfer their DB benefits into DC 
schemes and withdraw their money with far greater flexibility. This has already led to a 
widely reported surge in member enquiries for DB transfer values, resulting in more work for 
the trustees on the front line.

The Pensions Regulator has also not stood still. In August 2015 it published new guidance 
to help trustees to monitor their DB employer covenant. It has also repeatedly warned that 
pension savers are increasingly vulnerable to scammers, as the new pension flexibilities 
take hold. Their concerns are founded in a stark and unpleasant reality: for example, City 
of London police recently revealed that £9.1m worth of pension scams have been reported 
between April and August 2015, twice the sum taken over the same period last year4.

The pensions 
landscape today

Demonstrating an integrated and risk-based approach to 
funding was trustees’ biggest challenge this year, with 22% of 
trustees rating it as the key challenge over the next 12 months.

4 Which? 17th October 2015. http://www.which.co.uk/news/2015/10/pension-scams-surge-following-new-freedoms-419058/
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A complex picture

Which of the following would you say is your biggest 
challenge as a trustee over the next 12 months?

Showing that our approach to funding 
is fully integrated and risk-based

 

Being prepared for the end of 
contracting out

Having enough time

22%

Having a clear understanding of 
scheme risks and when to de-risk

Keeping on top of regulatory 
requirements

Improving member communications

Adapting to the implications of 
‘freedom and choice’

18%

14%

12%

11%

9%
 

5%

Base: all  respondents n=100

 

Getting clear and timely analysis and 
recommendations from advisors

Don't know

Ensuring the sponsor, the trustees and 
your advisors are working well together

4%

2%
 

4%

Desired level of contributions

3%

While many of these changes are welcome and necessary, they also create more work and 
challenges for trustees. This year’s Trustee Barometer highlights the sheer volume and variety 
of challenges they face. 

Last year, trustees overwhelmingly rated having a clear understanding of risk, and knowing when 
to de-risk, as their greatest challenge. Trustees rated risk issues as twice as important (30%) as 
their second-biggest challenge, which was preparing for the end of contracting-out (15%). 

However, this year’s results revealed a more nuanced picture, with a range of concerns 
occupying trustees’ minds. Demonstrating an integrated and risk-based approach to funding 
was trustees’ biggest challenge this year, with 22% of trustees rating it as the key challenge 
over the next 12 months. Following closely on its heels was last year’s greatest challenge, 
understanding risks and knowing when to de-risk, winning 18% of trustees’ votes. 

Other challenges that rated high on trustees’ agendas were keeping on top of regulatory 
requirements (14%), improving member communications (12%) and responding to the 
implications of freedom and choice (11%). Preparing for the end of contracting-out has dropped 
down the priority list this year, with 9% of trustees rating it as their biggest challenge – this is 
reassuring given there is now a little over four months until this change takes effect. For 5% 
of trustees, simply having enough time was their biggest challenge. Interestingly, ensuring the 
sponsor, trustees and advisors are working well together was top of the pile for 4% of trustees. 
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This year’s results bear out a prediction from last year’s findings. In 2014, we said that with 
the end game in sight, the modern trustee is morphing into more of a strategic risk manager. 
The sheer scale and variety of economic, political and regulatory risks that have emerged in 
the last year have further reinforced our assessment. 

Taking a long-term view and having a specific measurable 
long-term objective, alongside a plan of action for when 
you achieve this, is first and foremost. 

What is the secret of successful, strategic, risk management? We believe it’s a combination 
of things. Taking a long-term view and having a specific measurable long-term objective, 
alongside a plan of action for when you achieve this, is the first and foremost. For example, 
will you look to transfer risks to an insurer or simply invest much like an insurer in a self-
sufficient way? Beyond this, building in resilience to risk is about staying on top of risks to 
achieving the long-term goal and continually reviewing and evolving the scheme’s overall 
strategy in light of emerging risks and opportunities.

For more about how to get onto the Road to Resilience, read on.
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The Road to Resilience

Almost half of trustees haven’t determined a timeframe for 
reaching their end destination.

When you set out on a long journey, you would normally have 
an idea of when you expect to reach your end destination. You 
would also have a contingency plan, and probably pack some 
provisions in case the clouds descend. 

One of the most significant findings in this year’s survey is that almost half (40%) of trustees 
haven’t determined a timeframe for reaching their end destination, despite 88% stating they 
have a measurable strategy in place. So how do they know if they will make the journey with 
the provisions they have (cash, investments and covenant)?

We think this is a hugely important finding. Our definition of strategy is quite simple – it’s 
about how you best get from A to B with limited resources. Without defining the destination 
clearly, trustees are running the risk of drifting from one valuation lottery to the next. And 
without an end point in mind, we would argue that they are missing a fundamental pillar of 
building an effective strategy.

What’s Trustees’ ultimate goal?
When we asked Trustees what the ultimate goal is for their scheme, an overwhelming 
proportion (81%) stated self-sufficiency, with only 15% targeting a full buy-out.

Regardless of what long-term success looks like, we believe it is vital for trustees to define 
the ultimate goal for their pension scheme, in a meaningful way in terms of a terminal 
investment strategy (the allocation to growth, income and protection assets), and to set  
clear timeframes in which they expect to achieve their desired end result. Only then can the 
journey be mapped out with measurable milestones to ensure you remain on track.

The question remains: are trustees doing everything in their power to avoid the same 
outcomes as they have experienced over the last 15 years? 

In a separate piece of research, we asked independent trustees whether they thought most 
trustee boards have a measurable plan in place to meet their ultimate goal. Far fewer (50%) 
believed this was the case.  

We believe that setting a timeline – and a strategy for reaching the endgame – are 
fundamental to success. Without that it’s tough to set milestones for progress, which may 
simply lead to mission drift.
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As we highlighted in our introduction, the current UK DB deficit stands at £900bn, despite 
employers injecting £500bn into pension schemes over the last 15 years. For the first time, 
liabilities have outstripped UK GDP and stand at over £2trn5.

Equities are half 
the expected level 
predicted in 2000

Interest bet has 
added 50% more 

liabilities

Longevity risk 
added 10-15%

Deficit tripled 
in last  

15 years

£900bn
shortfall50%

down
50%

more
liability

10-15%
more

liability

To avoid trustees having to go cap in hand to sponsors asking for more contributions, we 
believe that trustees should, as far as possible, immunise their schemes against risk. 

Where to start? It all begins with pinpointing your location on the roadmap towards your 
end game, be that buy-out or self-sufficiency. We believe fundamental to this is getting a 
firm GrIP on your investment strategy – that is striking the right balance between Growth, 
Income and Protection assets – and mapping out how this mix should evolve as you 
approach your destination. 

Growth 
Taking the right growth risks

Protection 
Transferring risks

Income 
Managing capital risks

Building a resilient 
plan to deliver a 
smoother ride

Getting a firm GrIP on your investment strategy

5Hymans Robertson market analysis
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When we asked trustees where they believe their scheme is on the Road to Resilience, 24% 
are focusing on managing the cost of benefits, 65% on growth, 4% on income and 7% on 
protection. This is starkly different to our analysis of the FTSE350, which found the majority 
are facing income issues here and now6.

6Hymans Robertson FTSE350 analysis

FTSE350 FTSE350 FTSE350

Potentially open to new 
members, certainly 
to future accrual, so 

the focus is managing 
benefit risk

The scheme is closed to 
new members but paying 
benefits isn’t a concern for 
many years, so the focus is 

on growth strategy

The scheme has the 
income needed to pay the 

benefits for the foreseeable 
future, so the focus is on 

transferring risks

Paying out more than 
is being received in 

contributions, so the 
focus is looking at 

capital risks

24% 65% 7%4%

The Road to Resilience explained

Mile 1: Sustainability
Manage cost of benefits

Mile 2: Growth
Take the right risks

Mile 3: Income
Manage capital risks

Mile 4: Protection
Transfer risks

40% 50% 10%
Managing the cost of legacy 
benefits is an ongoing issue 
for the majority of FTSE350 
schemes, hence our analysis 
measures them against Growth, 
Income or Protection.

Our analysis of the FTSE350 on the Road to Resilience

We asked Trustees to map where their scheme is on the Road to Resilience
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When it comes to setting a strategy, we think it’s important to start on the right footing. 
That’s why covenant assessment should be a focus from the start, alongside investment and 
contributions. And we don’t mean the relatively short term and traditional review that can 
often be associated with covenant reporting – quite the contrary. We’ve developed an award-
winning funding tool that helps trustees to integrate long-term covenant risk into their 
contribution and investment strategy decisions.

At the moment, we would argue that strategy-setting and risk management are not high 
enough on trustees’ agendas. Scheme governance (58%), investment strategy (49%) and 
administration (47%) were the top three priorities for the trustees we surveyed this year. 
Assessing progress against plans (23%) came next, and risk triggers after that (17%). 

We believe that strategy and risk management should be higher up the list. Our 3DFunding 
approach can help trustees to get started on the right footing, by starting with clear long-
term objectives. 

3DFunding builds on traditional covenant assessment by considering contributions, 
investments and long-term covenant risk in the round. Examining these three crucial 
pillars together, 3DFunding gives clarity on the likelihood of delivering members’ benefits, 
the associated level of risk and also provides a measure of benefit security; thereafter, 
by exploring different cash and investment strategies, trustees are able to improve these 
measures and so make better, more informed decisions. 

For instance, a longer recovery plan might not sound like an obvious win. However, for some 
schemes, accepting a longer recovery plan can enable taking less investment risk which can 
increase the security of members’, pensions, as our modelling of the FTSE350 illustrates. 
The journey may take a little while longer, but you are lowering the chances of the twin 
nightmares of a sponsor default and an increased deficit in a future time of adverse market 
conditions. Ultimately it’s about measuring and securing members’ benefits. 

ImplementMonitor
Integrated strategy:

contributions,
investment & covenant

Benefit
cashflow

Objectives
& constraints

Achieving truly integrated risk management

Review and refine
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Cashflow crisis, what 
cashflow crisis?

Investing for income is a concept that is far better known in 
the retail sphere than among institutional pension funds. Yet 
finding themselves with an income shortfall is an emerging 
risk that schemes have yet to recognise. 

Pension schemes face the very intricate challenge of putting enough money into the scheme 
within the boundaries of sponsor affordability and then investing it so that it is able to fund 
current and future retirees’ pensions. Without the right amount of cash available at the right 
time, trustees are unable to keep their schemes’ pensions promises - it’s as simple as that. If 
the money out exceeds the money coming in, it can lead to a firesale of assets, something all 
schemes want to avoid.

Filling the income gap will become harder and harder as increasing numbers of defined 
benefit schemes close.  With active DB members in sharp decline, contributions will slow 
sharply, making schemes increasingly cashflow hungry. In addition, LDI strategies can be 
cash hungry and the cessation of contracting-out will fuel the fire, as will Freedom and 
Choice, leading to more money flowing from DB pensions to DC. As attention turns to DC, 
and as company decision-makers increasingly become DC members, there will be a natural 
decline in employers’ focus on DB. This may make it harder for trustees to make the case for 
putting more money into the scheme.

7Hymans Robertson FTSE350 analysis 

While schemes’ focus is to improve their funding, they may be 
missing a vital piece of the jigsaw.

Our analysis of the FTSE350 shows that 50% of pension schemes are materially cashflow 
negative already, or soon will be7. However, only 4% of the trustees who responded to this 
year’s Trustee Barometer identified this as an issue for their scheme.

The mismatch between trustees’ perception and the reality of the situation is worrying if it 
persists. While schemes’ focus is to improve their funding, they may be missing a vital piece 
of the jigsaw. 
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The cashflow situation for defined benefit schemes is set to get worse. We project that the 
current deficit of £20bn per annum will increase to a staggering £100bn per annum by 20308.  

Too many schemes are focusing simply on clearing the deficit and failing to identify and 
address cashflow issues. In this year’s Trustee Barometer, 78% of trustees identified the 
starting point for their funding strategy as funding level. Only 3% said incomings and 
outgoings. 

Unless decisive action is taken, trustees could find themselves in the midst of a cashflow crisis. 

To bring this to life, the following charts show a fairly typical scheme in terms of funding 
level and recovery plan. It contrasts the following strategies – 50% equities and 50% gilts 
compared to 10% in equities, 70% in bonds and 20% in LDI (leveraged to produce the same 
level of rates and inflation hedging).

Under both strategies we expect the same overall asset returns. However the charts show 
the impact of equity volatility. We have assumed a 33% fall in equities over a four year 
period, followed by recovery over the next four years and an identical long-term return.

Source: The View, Hymans Robertson

Typical scheme (50% equities, 50% gilts) 

8 Hymans Robertson market analysis
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The chart over illustrates very clearly that being a seller of equities during a prolonged 
market downturn has a very serious impact – the funding level does not improve over the 
long-term, objectives are not achieved and the company will be faced with more cash 
demands at each valuation. In pound terms there would be a deficit of c£50m at the end of 
the period. By contrast, the alternative strategy is largely unaffected and is in surplus at the 
end of the period. Scaling this up for UK DB, this £50m becomes £250bn – clearly more of 
the same is treacherous.

This is because on the alternative strategy, the scheme holds less and is not forced to 
sell its equities – whilst still generating the required long-term returns. The investment 
strategy above that focuses on income requirements alongside more traditional growth and 
protection characteristics clearly mitigates capital loss risk. In fact, the security of benefits in 
2030 is increased by £150bn which is the equivalent of £35,000 per pensioner9.

Source: The View, Hymans Robertson

Alternative structure (10% equities / 70% bonds, 20% LDI)

9Hymans Robertson analysis
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78% of trustees identified the starting point for their funding strategy as funding level - only 
3% said incomings and outgoings

When considering funding strategy, what is the 
starting point of your trustee board?

Thinking about investments, which, if any, of the 
following do you spend most time considering?

Funding level  

Other

Don't know

78%

Expected return on assets

Income and outgoings

Balance sheet risk

8%

3%

2%

1%
 

8%

When considering investment, 55% spend the most time on asset allocation. A mere 2% 
spend the most time on income strategy

Asset allocation

 

None of these

55%

Growth strategy 
(e.g. equities)

Protection strategy 
(e.g. LDI, annuity, gilts)

Income strategy 
(e.g. credit, debt)

Don't know

20%

15%

2%

2%

6%
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Most trustees don’t recognise cashflow negativity as an issue, and certainly not one that 
requires a change in approach. We asked what they thought they should change if they 
become increasingly cashflow negative. 21% would do nothing; 38% would do more LDI; 
26% further diversification, 6% would seek lower volatility, 1% don’t know; and 8% would 
put more focus on income generation.

In your opinion, what do you think schemes should consider changing, if 
anything, as a result of becoming increasingly cash flow negative (money paid 

out to pensioners exceeds the money coming in via contributions)?

Funding level

Don't know

Seek lower volatility

21%

LDI (Liability Driven Investment)

Further diversification

More focus on income  generation

38%

26%

8%

6%

1%

Investing for income

Income can play a key role in securing members’ benefits - and yet overall it is the area 
trustees spend the least time considering overall. 

When we asked about their investment strategy, income was also not a priority for trustees. 
When considering investment matters, 55% spend the most time on asset allocation. A mere 
2% spend the most time on income strategy.

Trustees generally do not recognise the risk of running into negative cashflow as an issue. 
They certainly don’t see a need to change their approach if they become cashflow negative. 
Only 8% would put more emphasis on generating income; almost a quarter (21%) would 
do nothing, 39% would pursue more liability-driven investing, and 27% would seek further 
diversification.
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On the whole, trustees dismiss the risk of having to sell their assets over a prolonged period 
at depressed prices. Almost three quarters (72%) think they are at low risk of this; 21% 
put themselves at medium risk. The story is similar among independent trustees, who we 
surveyed separately. Two thirds (64%) believed there was a low risk of their schemes being 
forced to sell assets at depressed prices to pay benefits due. Only 36% thought it was a 
medium risk.

The key objective when holding growth assets is to maximise the returns you receive per unit 
of risk. However, for cashflow negative schemes – the timing of returns, rather than whether 
you get the required long-term return, is crucial. We are concerned that trustees may find 
themselves in a corner and forced to sell growth assets and lock in capital losses to fund 
members’ benefits, crystallising a bad outcome for the scheme and its members. 

As trustees draw on cash to pay members’ benefits, that cash is no longer available to invest. 
Defined benefit schemes are maturing and retirees who are drawing on their pensions are 
growing, while active members are declining. In a sense DB schemes are now in drawdown, 
to draw a DC parallel. And how many DC drawdown funds would invest over 50% in assets 
designed to achieve capital growth?

Pension schemes that could once tell themselves they are in it for the long-term are 
increasingly facing shorter and shorter timeframes. Having enough cash to pay members’ 
benefits without being exposed to capital losses is key.

How can trustees minimise the risks of becoming forced sellers? There are three possible 
ways. First, they could rebalance their portfolio, selling outperforming assets – provided 
they have achieved the expected returns. Second, instead of selling their assets, they could 
automatically draw income to meet the gap. Third, they could structure the portfolio to 
allow contractual cashflows – such as interest from fixed income investments – to meet the 
scheme’s income gap. 

We believe that trustees should adopt the ABC - ‘Assets Backing Cashflows’ - mantra. This 
philosophy will help construct asset and cash funding strategies which will help them to be 
prepared to pay members’ benefits, whatever the prevailing economic scenario, both now 
and in the future.

Most trustees don’t recognise cashflow negativity as an issue, 
and certainly not one that requires a change in approach.
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Thinking about your scheme, what degree of risk is there that your scheme will 
have to sell assets at depressed prices to pay pensions promised to members?

Making income a reality

So how can trustees invest for a steady stream of income? 

A good place to start is to review your projections of money out, ensuring this is done allowing 
for a best estimate of how long people will live, transfer value take-up, future inflation, 
expenses etc. This can then be compared to the expected money in from your investment 
income and contributions. Even this simple management information on money in and out can 
help ensure you plan ahead for cashflow needs. It might lead to holding a different mixture of 
growth, income and protection assets to reduce your exposure to capital losses. 

Turning to investment, holding a mixture of short to medium-term assets (which may include 
a strategic cash allocation), which deliver a mixture of income and growth can be key to 
avoid being a forced seller of depressed assets. Buying and holding appropriate fixed income 
investments will mean that your only concern is the credit risk of those assets. Equities are not 
out the question, but it’s important to hold a well-diversified portfolio and understand how 
different equity investments will react in times of market stress and volatility.

With bond yields in most developed markets continuing to disappoint, some of our larger 
clients with longer time horizons are exploring other sources of income which offer lower 
risk profiles than equities. Timberland, private debt and infrastructure are just three areas 
attracting increasing attention. 

Diversified income funds are also on the rise. Unlike diversified growth funds, these strategies 
invest for income rather than capital growth. 

36%

64%
0%Low

High

Medium

4%

21%

3%

72%

Medium

Low

Don’t know

High

36%

64%
0%Low

High

Medium

4%

21%

3%

72%

Medium

Low

Don’t know

High

Independent  
Trustee Survey 2015

Trustee 
Barometer 2015
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Engineering resilience by managing growth, income and protection 

Case study

Our client, a UK-based global specialist engineering firm, in common with many long-
standing companies, continues to manage a sizeable defined benefit pension fund.

By 2014, our client was operating a £350m Fund with a deficit of almost £20m, incurring 
considerable costs for the sponsoring Company. The relative size of the pension liability 
was exposing both Fund and Company to significant risk. As the Fund’s investment adviser, 
we helped the Trustee restructure the portfolio to focus on income, thus minimising the 
need to sell assets to meet its immediate liabilities. As well as the focus on income the new 
strategy significantly reduced the reliance on equities, capturing returns from a more broadly 
diversified range of assets, whilst at the same time increasing the Fund’s protection against 
future changes in interest rates and inflation. 

The challenge

A large Fund relative to its sponsor firm and running at a significant deficit, from a reported 
£2m surplus at the beginning of 2012, by early 2014 the Fund was running a deficit of £20m. 
The Fund’s maturity (comprising 80% pensioners) combined with steep outgoings, meant 
affordability was increasingly stretched. Pressures were further exacerbated by the reduction 
in UK operations. 

The situation was untenable for both the Trustee, who faced the uncertainty of risk and 
volatility, and for the Company. Hit by declining bond yields and record low interest rates, 
the deficit recovery plan included Company contributions of c£150,000 per month. 

The 2012 actuarial valuation was the catalyst for committing to a strategy review, and a 
drive to do things differently. For the Fund to remain sustainable, the annual income from 
its investment portfolio needed to increase significantly. In the worst case scenario, the 
weight of the negative cash flow had the potential to seriously impact on the Fund and the 
Company, with the prospect of the Trustee being forced to sell assets at an inopportune 
time to meet its benefits obligations. At the same time the Trustee faced the dual challenges 
of maintaining a portfolio expected to deliver returns in excess of the liabilities, whilst also 
seeking to manage risk relative to future changes in interest rates and inflation.
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The solution
Following a review of investment strategy at the time of the 2012 valuation, we worked with 
the Trustee to conduct a line-by-line review of the investment portfolio. Each decision was 
considered in relation to its contribution to income, growth and protection, our three pillared 
approach to investment strategy. In contrast to the traditional approach of assessing growth 
and matching assets, which can overlook other options, our focus on income and reducing 
volatility opens up a broader range of potential strategies. Taking a considered, step-by-step 
approach, we ensured every aspect of the new portfolio was aligned with the Fund’s agreed 
objectives. Our impartial approach and whole-of-market viewpoint meant we brought a 
fresh perspective and were able to support the Trustee in considering a broader range of 
investment strategies.

The following summarises the changes made to the portfolio:
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Russell Chapman, Head of Risk Management, 
Hymans Robertson, commented:

We helped our client to restructure their portfolio to address 
the significant deficit in the Fund, which was putting them 
at risk of having to sell volatile assets to meet liabilities.  This 
was a worst case scenario that the Trustees were anxious 
to avoid, both from a trustee and sponsor perspective.  The 
revised portfolio reduced reliance on equities as well ensuring 
the income needed to match their outgoings, increasing the 
chance of paying all their members’ benefits. Additionally 
they now have protection in place to ensure they are less 
susceptible to future adverse conditions.  A great result all 
round for the Fund, sponsor and members.

Results and benefits

Completed in less than two years, and so within a valuation cycle, the restructure brought 
the Fund back under control through collaborative solutions to some tough challenges 
for both the Trustee and Sponsor. Through implementing these solutions, the investment 
strategy has delivered:

1. An income stream that minimises the need to sell assets in order to meet liabilities;
2. A more diversified strategy to deliver growth in excess of the Fund’s liabilities; and
3. A greater level of protection against future adverse changes in market conditions.

Over the course of the transition, we retained a flexible and objective viewpoint, actively 
monitoring progress and continually looking for opportunities to review.  

Two years later, we are still working with the Trustee to actively consider any further 
refinements to support the Fund’s continued development. This includes seeking ways to 
improve its risk profile, part of which is the adoption of derisking triggers aligned to future 
improvements in funding level.
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In a challenging economic environment, trustees have understandably struggled to achieve 
their desired returns. A combination of disappointing equity returns, low interest rates and 
continued rises in longevity have collectively added to liabilities. However, we believe there 
are strategies trustees can use which will equip them to navigate today’s challenges and 
avoid going off-course. 

The results of this year’s Trustee Barometer tell us there is more to be done to set clear, 
measurable and resilient goals and set a strategy to help Trustees reach their end destination, 
whatever that may be. 

Our fear is that if trustees continue down their current route, they could end up hitting a 
roadblock. Faced with increasing liabilities, we worry that schemes could replay the past by 
rushing into deficit recovery mode, rather than exploring the full range of options available 
to them to deliver their long-term goals: investments, contributions and the sponsor 
covenant.

By taking a step back and considering their long-term strategy, we believe that trustees can 
find a better route. As our case study illustrates, by thinking about investments in terms of 
the growth, income and protection needed to back the cashflows, trustees can ensure that 
they have the best possible chance of staying on the right road.

We also believe it’s important to take the traditional covenant risk integration beyond 
shorter term affordability and risk capacity assessment. Trustees could benefit from 
assessing contributions, investments and long-term covenant risk in the round to identify the 
best journey to take. This ultimately leads to a greater chance of securing members’ benefits 
in full, and better outcomes for schemes and sponsors alike.

It all comes back to establishing clear, long-term goals, assessing the full range of cash, 
investment and covenant strategies available for achieving them, and then putting 
milestones in place to measure progress and capture opportunities along the way. 

Conclusions:  
Finding the right route

Thank you for reading
We hope you have found this year’s Trustee Barometer a thought-provoking and sometimes 
challenging read. We thank the trustees whose valuable time and insight made this project 
possible.

If you would like to discuss any of the themes raised in the report in further detail, please feel 
free to contact us or your usual Hymans Robertson consultant.

Calum Cooper
Partner and Head of Trustee Consulting
T 0141 566 7837
E Calum.Cooper@hymans.co.uk
    @Calum_Cooper

John Walbaum 
Head of Investment Consultancy
T 0131 656 5112
E John.Walbaum@hymans.co.uk
    @John_Walbaum
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About  
Hymans Robertson

Partnering clients of every shape and size

Trustees choose Hymans Robertson for our tailored advice and personal service.   We’ve seen 
most things, having been in business for nearly 100 years and advising over £180bn of assets. 
Our client list is representative of the UK pensions market as a whole. This means we have 
experience of looking after schemes of all shapes and sizes.

Experts in every sector

We don’t limit ourselves to a single sector. We work with the pension schemes of over 40% 
of the FTSE 350, privately owned businesses, not-for-profit and close-to-government bodies, 
plus the subsidiaries of overseas parents.  Whatever your industry or the nature of your 
business, our experts will bring you insights born from experience.

Thinking long-term

It’s not the size of our client relationships that matters to us; it’s their longevity. We work 
most effectively with clients who think like us: long-term. Whether you’re a £50m+ fund 
looking for cost-effective full-service support or a £5bn+ fund searching for niche expertise, 
we’ll put together the right team so you get what you need for your scheme.

Sponsors of:

About Opinium
Opinium Research LLP

Opinium designed the survey and undertook the interviews with the trustee audience. 
Opinium Research LLP is a service orientated online market research agency and 
research consultancy.
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